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The email security industry has been talking about banners forever. 
Microsoft first started putting warning banners in emails in 2013. 
Recent debates pit two camps against each other. On one side are 
advocates who say that artificial intelligence is working perfectly 
at phish detection, and so there is no need for banners to inform 
email users about potentially dangerous messages. On the other are 
those who believe that the human factor is key, and that protection 
depends on making people aware of dangers. Aside from those anti-
phishing suppliers whose technology seems to want to sneak up on 
employees and catch them opening a phishy email, many firms in 
this latter group are big on banners, text in emails that warns people 
when something looks wrong.

In the phishing world, there’s even banner suppression, wherein 
the bad guys look for banners in email and use tricks to make them 
disappear, so email recipients won’t be alerted that something’s up. 
Who would have thought there’d be banner wars?

Over the years the banner advocates have developed banners in 
various forms, and they all add value to some degree, but there are 
banners and then there are banners.
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Your Banner is Not 
My Banner  
The problem with most banners is that they’re static. The 
banner function is enabled by the base email technology 
providers (Microsoft and Google), and it can be used by 
downstream licensees for a sort of binary flagging of email. 
The secure email gateway providers (SEGs) also do primitive 
warning banner insertion. Companies like Proofpoint, 
Mimecast, others offer limited banner functionality.

Dynamic banners have a whole different function. They’re 
more like a Tesla driver assistance system. The driver is 
fully in control of the system, but the system makes helpful 
suggestions, like an alternate route, or does low-level tasks, 
like keeping the driver in their lane on a straight highway.
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Introducing the INKY Email Assistant 
That’s why we call our banner the INKY Email Assistant. It sits at your elbow and gives helpful suggestions but takes over when possible. It looks 
like a banner. It’s a little block of HTML text and a color. And it sits right at the top of the email body. So, you can see it right away when you open a 
mail. But it’s unobtrusive. It doesn’t show up in previews so you can still read those first couple of lines. And this small unobtrusive insertion tells you 
whether an email is off. 

Behind the INKY Email Assistant is an enormous 
mathematical model that sums up a rating, based 
on what its dozens of components find about each 
email. It does this in under two seconds because all 
components fire at once. And each one makes its 
own rating. 

It is these assessments that show up as a few 
phrases in the INKY Email Assistant. Each instance 
is unique. That’s why we call it dynamic. No two 
are truly the same (even though they may appear 
similar). And dynamism goes deep. For example, we 
have a model that looks for banner suppression. If 
we find an attempt to zero out a banner stylistically 
(a trick called “zero font”), we automatically convict 
that mail of being dangerous.
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False Positives Turn People Off 
Now, that finding of dangerousness would be what we call a “positive.”  The INKY Email Assistant would be bright red in that message. But 
it’s important to make sure that there aren’t too many red warnings that aren’t truly dangerous, or people will glaze over. There they go, 
being people again! So, “false positives” turn people off to the warnings.

The philosophy embodied in the INKY Email Assistant is that the automation and the human must work together to identify which 
messages are dangerous. Thus, the scoring system 
in the INKY model. Each sub-model chirps off its 
numerical assessment to the final summation model. 
Some models are binary: new sender or not?  Others 
are highly complex and have nuanced output: a 
range of confidence numbers as to what brand this 
sender may be trying to impersonate, and whether 
the email was sent from a domain controlled by that 
brand. Depending on how strong these signals are 
together, the final output will cross the threshold 
from caution to danger, and the INKY Email 
Assistant will turn from yellow to red. In a corporate 
setting, a red-tagged email may be quarantined 
rather than delivered.

And INKY will only convict with red if it’s really sure. 
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Like a Good Butler, the Assistant Recedes into the 
Background When Not Needed 
Most of the time, the INKY Email Assistant will mark messages gray, which means they’re safe. The assistant fades into the background, and 
the recipient carries on with their work. 

But it’s the warnings in between dangerous and safe, the yellow ones, that are most interesting. In these cases, the models fired, but not 
enough of them fired hard enough to convict. And yet, the mail’s still funny. Something about it is off. INKY found things it deemed notable, 
but not enough of them to step in as a guardian and deploy full protection. 

This, then, is where the dialog with the recipient takes place. The assistant says, with the yellow banner, “Something’s funny here,” or “Here 
are some facts about this email you probably want to know.”  The recipient sees that notification and looks closer. A first-time sender isn’t 
necessarily bad, but knowing that fact might alter how the recipient thinks about the message. Maybe they click on the small Details link 
to see the output of all the models. Maybe they know this sender, a spammy looking newsletter, and click on the discreet Report This Email 
link to tell INKY it’s okay. Maybe on the other hand, it IS a spammy newsletter, and the recipient would like to see it again never. By clicking 
on the Report This Email link and, on the reporting page, designating the email spam, the recipient gets an opportunity to block this sender 
— or even this whole domain — from ever sending through another email. That’s quite a lot of back and forth for what some might call just a 
banner.

Then, there’s the outbound side. When INKY Outbound Mail Protection is on, the INKY Email Assistant becomes the link to the approval 
process, which takes place entirely within the email conversation stream.
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Full Automation Not 
Ready for Prime Time
Like fully automated driving, fully automated email security is somewhere 
off in the future. The current approaches — autopilot filtering and 
simulation training — don’t address the ever-changing threat landscape. 
A mixed approach is needed that doesn’t turn off the humans involved. 
Simulation training makes people feel bad when they’re called out for 
trying to open a phishing email. To avoid potentially catastrophic false 
negatives, full automation yields too many false positives, causing 
recipients to lose trust in the system and stop paying attention. The 
right solution needs to be a tasteful blending of automated and human 
processes that’s not irritating. By marking only real positives dangerous, 
the assistant instills trust in the recipient and is out of the way most of 
time like a good butler.
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Impersonation Detection Lies  
at the Heart of Anti-Phishing 
Impersonation is the essence of phishing, and detecting it is key to defending against it. The 
old model, established in the 1990s, was great for detecting spam, messages that matched 
known types of unwanted mail. But the best phish are almost identical to real messages. 
The better the phish, the harder to detect because it looks right to any program trying to 
match it against existing patterns. INKY detects phish from first-principles analysis on the 
questionable email itself. It doesn’t need to have ever seen a particular message or sender 
before. It can figure out who the message indicates it is from and see whether it really is 
from that sender.

With INKY’s combination of multi-pronged, sophisticated analysis and its informative 
Email Assistant, customers can rest assured that each message is handled the right 
way. When it’s obviously a fake, INKY marks it red or quarantines it, depending on 
company policy. When it’s obviously safe, INKY sends it through with a discreet stamp 
of safety. When it’s somewhere in between, the INKY Email Assistant opens up a 
conversation with the recipient about the nature of the message, helpfully pointing out 
its features, which may be dangerous or safe, depending on context that the recipient 
is likely to know better than the anti-phishing technology.
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INKY Email Assistant at the Crossroads
Finally, the INKY Email Assistant is the crossroads for all the products in the INKY email security platform.  

All results communicate and receive communication through the email system itself.
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Anti-Phishing Software  
The original anti-phishing software, designed to protect against 
impersonation threats coming from outside the organization.

Internal Mail Protection  
A solution designed to protect an organization’s internal email traffic 
from attacks that originate within the organization.

Outbound Mail Protection  
A modern data loss prevention solution designed to detect, monitor, 
and alert to any sensitive information leaving the organization.

Email Encryption  
Easy-to-use email encryption protects sensitive data from the time it 
leaves the inbox until the recipient reads it.

Advanced Attachment Inspection  
Patented technology that looks deeply inside email attachments for 
malware and other threats.

Learn more

Learn more

Learn more 

Learn more

Learn more

   We help companies secure email. Learn more at inky.com

https://www.inky.com/anti-phishing-software
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